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ABSTRACT
CaliopSim is a high-fidelity lidar simulation [1] that
has been developed to simulate the expected
performance of the lidar named, Cloud-Aerosol Lidar
with Orthogonal Polarization (CALIOP), on-board the
Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared Pathfinder Satellite
Observations (CALIPSO) spacecraft [2], [3]. The
simulation tool is designed to generate realistic lidar
data that models the CALIOP measurement data
including the noise characteristics inherent to analog
detection [4].
The detectors for CALIOP include photomultiplier
tubes (PMT) for the 532 channels, and an avalanche
photodiode (APD) for the 1064 channel. For each
detector, the simulated distributions of the output
electrons generated at the detector anode are based on
processes that have a random element, which
effectively produce the variations in secondary electron
emission. For the PMT this process is modeled as a
multiply stochastic Neyman type-A distribution [5] and
the secondary electron emission for the APD is
modeled as a combined Poisson and Gaussian
probability distribution [6].
For CaliopSim, a direct implementation for the APD
process was relatively straightforward and produced
the expected excess noise. For the PMT, a direct
implementation of the Neyman type-A process was not
always possible because the simulated distributions of
output electrons generated at later dynode stages are
sensitive to the computer accuracy in representing
floating point numbers. This paper describes an
approach that was developed for CaliopSim that
accurately represents the performance of the PMT.
1. INTRODUCTION
The CALIOP receiver subsystem measures backscatter
intensity at 1064 nm and at two orthogonally polarized
components of the 532 nm backscattered signal. The
simulations for each detector consider four types of
noise characteristics within the signal namely (a)
photon noise, which is associated with the random
arrival of the photons at the photocathode, (b) dark
noise, the thermally sensitive noise present in

electronic devices in the absence of light, (c) circuit
noise, which results from the thermal motion of
charged carriers in resistors and amplifiers, and (d)
excess noise, which is a result of the multiplication
process [7].
For both detectors, the first three types of noise are
modeled in a similar way. However, the internal
multiplication process is not the same for the APD and
PMT detectors and must be modeled separately by
CaliopSim. However, the implementation of each
multiplication process is identical. The steps include
building the Probability Distribution Functions (PDFs),
generating a Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF),
and interrogating the CDF to generate a randomized
gain amplified signal at the detector anode. While the
PDFs for the APD simulation could be modeled
accurately using a straight forward approach, the PDFs
for the PMT simulation could not be.
This paper describes the implementation of the
Neyman type-A process within CaliopSim. Results
showing excess noise calculated from the simulated
distributions of the output electrons are reported.
2. PMT SIMULATION
For CaliopSim, the PMT dynode chain electron
emission is modeled as a multiply stochastic Neyman
type-A distribution [5]. For each one electron
generated at the photocathode, this model calculates
the probabilities of obtaining k electrons at each node
within the dynode chain having a Poisson-distributed
secondary-emitting gain with mean m. The probability
distribution function (PDF) describing this model is
defined as
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where the subscripts on the k variables refer to the
dynode stage and
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By setting k0 equal to 1.0, the probability distribution
Pm(kn) describes the probability of generating kn
electrons at dynode stage n for one incident electron at
dynode stage 1. Smx, the probability summation
maximum, should approach infinity, but is limited by
the precision of the software package or computer. For
the CALIOP PMT, the number of dynode stages n is
13, and the multiplication factor, or mean dynode gain,
m is 2.98595971 [8]. In CaliopSim, the value for Smx is
249 and the electron numbers for each PDF range from
1.0 to 7n+68n. The mean 7n and standard deviation 8n
of the PDFs at each stage are determined from the
moment generating functions as defined by Liu [5].
The CDF, Cm, is defined as
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where the x values define the number of electrons
generated at the detector anode. Cm(x) is normalized by
the maximum value Cm(xmax). This step corrects for
small errors that are introduced during Pm(kn)
formulation and the discrete integration calculation.
The CDF used for CALIOP simulations is computed
using the dynode stage 13 PDF.
3. BUILDING DYNODE STAGE PDFs

The direct application of Eq. 1 requires building all
dynode stage PDFs from stage 1 through n. This works
well for modeling PMTs that have a small number of
dynode stages and low mean dynode gains. However,
as the number of dynode stages increase or the mean
dynode gain is large, the direct application of Eq. 1
results in large inaccuracies in the computed PDFs. The
problem occurs when the knm terms become large, and
the resulting exponential terms in the probability
equations reach the lower limits of the computed
floating point representation. Smx is then defined as the
maximum value of kn for which the exponential term
remains greater than 0.0.
An example in Fig. 1 shows PDFs computed by Eq. 1
for dynode stages 2 through 5. Valid PDF values
(stages 2, 3, and first part of 4) correspond to electron
numbers less than Smx. Large errors are apparent in the
stage 5 PDF for electron numbers greater than Smx.

Fig. 1. PDFs for the CALIOP PMT dynode stages 2
through 5. The large dots on the PDF curves identify
electron numbers through 7n+68n. The small dotted
line coincides with Smx= 249.
In order to calculate PDFs for the larger dynode stages,
an alternate solution is required. A constant scale
application described by Liu [5], transfers PDF values
from early dynode stages (calculated by direct
application) to corresponding PDF values at later
dynodes stages using the mean dynode gain m as a
constant scale factor. This technique performs well for
electron numbers near the distribution mean values and
for the largest dynode stages. However, for early and
intermediate dynode stages, consecutive PDFs do not
scale by a constant amount for electron numbers near
the tails of the distributions. To show this, Fig. 2
contains three PDF ratio profiles, which were
computed as the ratio of consecutive PDFs and plotted
as functions of electron number. The PDF ratio values
are approximately equal to m for electron numbers near
the distribution means (labeled 72, 73, and 74), but
monotonically decrease as electron numbers move
away from the means.
To improve the accuracy of the constant scale
application, CaliopSim includes an intermediate step
between the direct application and the constant scale
application. This intermediate step, named variable
scale application, transfers PDF values from early
dynode stages (calculated by direct application) to
corresponding PDF values at later dynodes stages using
a profile of variable scale factors.

improved results were obtained by adding the variable
scale application. For the combined application, the
calculated percent relative error for the standard
deviation fluctuates about -0.05% and the percent
relative error for the distribution mean fluctuates about
-0.14%.
4. BUILDING PDF RATIO PROFILES

The PDF ratio profile database is constructed as
follows. First, PDF ratio profiles for the selected
number of dynode stages and mean dynode gains are
computed using Eq. 1. Fig. 3 displays the plots of the
PDF ratio profiles for the mean dynode gain, m = 1.5.
This plot shows that early dynode stage ratio profiles
are not constant, but later stage ratio profiles approach
the constant value 1.5. Invalid ratio profile elements
are eliminated before proceeding to the next step
(indicated in the circled area in Fig. 3).
Fig. 2. Three PDF ratio profiles vs. electron number.
The three-step process is then performed as follows:
the direct application is applied until the maximum
number of electrons for the next PDF will exceed Smx.
Then the variable scale application is applied until it is
determined that the ratio between the previous and the
current PDF is nearly constant. The final PDFs are then
computed using the constant scale application.
The variable scale PDF ratio profiles are extracted
from a PDF ratio database for any number of dynode
stages over a range of mean dynode gain values. For
the CALIOP implementation, the ratio profile database
is defined for 12 dynode stages (stages 2 through 13)
and at 20 mean dynode gain values ranging from 1.2 to
3.1, with a 0.1 increment.
To show the improvement gained by including the
variable scale application, the two approaches were
compared. The first used only the constant scale
application and the second used the combined variable
and constant scale applications. PDFs from dynode
stage 1 to 13 were generated for each approach. The
dynode stage 13 PDFs were then used to build
corresponding CDFs. The comparison study consisted
of a series of 100 tests and each test included 1.0e6
trial simulations. A trial simulation generates a random
number of electrons at the detector anode for one
electron emitted at the photocathode.
Following each test, the percent relative errors for both
the means and standard deviations of the results from
each approach were computed. For the constant scale
application, the calculated percent relative errors for
the standard deviation fluctuates about 0.8% and the
percent relative errors for the mean fluctuates about
0.4%. Although, these percent relative errors are small,

Fig. 3. PDF ratio profiles for mean dynode gain, 1.5.
Next, linear approximations of PDF ratios with
electron number are applied and the resulting slope and
y-intercept values are stored within their own
databases. In Fig. 4, the stored slope database values
vs. mean dynode gain are plotted as solid bold lines.
Linear approximations of the slope and y-intercept
values (shown in bold) with the mean dynode gain
values are computed and extrapolation (shown as
dashed lines) is performed beyond the valid slope and
y-intercept values.
To retrieve a PDF ratio profile for a selected dynode
stage and mean dynode gain, the corresponding slope
and y-intercept values are derived from the slope and

y-intercept databases. The derived slopes and yintercepts are then used to reconstruct the PDF ratio
profiles for the corresponding mean dynode gain value.
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